WATERMELON AND VEGETABLE FIELD DAY
JULY 12, 2018

REGISTRATION - LOBBY MAIN BUILDING
WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS - DR. CHRIS RAY
PROGRAM OVERVIEW - GILBERT MILLER
SCWB & SCWA ACTIVITIES - KYLE TISDALE
ORGANIC WATERMELON PRODUCTION - BRIAN WARD
WATERMELON HERBICIDES - MATT CUTULLE
GRAFTED ROOTSTOCK TRIAL - GILBERT MILLER

FIELD TOUR
LOAD BUS BY OR DRIVE YOUR VEHICLE TO THE WATERMELON SITE; ENTER FIELD AT EAST OR FAR GATE

SUPPORTING / ATTRACTING POLLINATORS - JENNIFER M TSURUDA
WATERMELON MITICIDES - REBECCA ANN SCHMIDT-JEFFRIS
SOUTHEAST VARIETY TRIALS - GILBERT MILLER
WATERMELON DISEASE ID - TONY KEINATH
“WATERMELON FUELS ATHLETES” - SCWA QUEEN EMILY DICKS
FIELD DAY MELON TRIALS - WATERMELON & MELON TRIAL

RETURN TO STATION FOR COLD WATERMELON CUTTING AND LUNCH

DON’T FORGET THE CCA HOUR AND PESTICIDE RECERTIFICATION SHEETS
PLEASE OFFER YOUR SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATIONS.